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SMITH ENTERPRISE VORTEX® .30 CAL./6.8MM SPC
FLASH ELIMINATOR, P/N 1000V , 1000V-Noveske
New enhanced design now supports use of SEI Direct Connect sound suppressors.

The world’s most effective flash eliminator is now available for the several AR-based
semiautomatic .308/7.62mm NATO caliber weapons and similar weapons, as well as for boltaction rifles (e.g. M24A2 SWS, M40A3, etc.). This design is also optimal for 6.8mm SPC caliber
weapons. P/N 1000V now supersedes discontinued P/N 1068V.
P/N 1000V is for weapons that now use the standardized 5/8 X 24 X .730” thread specification.
P/N 1000V-Noveske is for weapons that use a 5/8 X 24 X .635” thread specification, including
the DPMS Panther™ series.
Based on the combat-proven Vortex® system, the definitive development of the patented Vortex
design now features a 40% increase in structural rigidity. This new version also enables the use
of our Direct Connect 0.30 caliber sound suppressor*. The new Vortex® model features our
patented 15-degree helix, guaranteeing a complete propellant burn and negligible flash, unlike
the standard issue closed-end “bird cage” unit or competing straight-flute designs. Right hand
helical flutes will not loosen under sustained fire. The aligning of exiting gases helps to improve
accuracy.
SPECS: 8620 steel, heat-treated, RC 36-38 internal-- RC 58-60 external, black parkerized per
MIL SPEC. 5/8” x 24 TPI x .730” depth of thread. Major diameter .905” x 3.00” long. Minor
diameter .860” x 2.480” long. OAL 3.003”. 0.28 lbs. wt.
Part No. 1000V

SEI Vortex Flash Eliminator, Cal. .30 Cal./6.8mm SPC

Part No. 1000V-Noveske

SEI Vortex Flash Eliminator, Cal. .30 Cal./6.8mm SPC

*NOTE: SEI sound suppressors are only available to USG/LE/FMS customers and through direct
factory sales.
(Information current as of 13 September 2011)

